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ADAM D.H. GRANT (SBN rs327t)
JENNTFER LEVIN STEARNS (SBN 2s2420)
ALPERT, BARR & GRANT
A Professional Law Corporation
6345 Balboa Boulevard, Suite I-300
Encino, California 9 13 | 6-1523
PHONE: (818) 881-5000; FAX: (818) 881-1150

Attorneys for Plaintiff STAN LEE

STAN LEE, an individual;

Plaintiff,

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, WESTERN DISTRICT

CASE NO.

COMPLAINT F'OR:

VS. 1. DECLARATORY JUDGMENT;
2. RESCISSION;
3. FRAUD IN THE EXECUTION;
4. CONVERSION.

POW! ENTERTAINMENT, INC., a Delaware
company, GILL CHAMPION, an individual
SHANE DUFFY, an individual and DOES 1 to
30, inclusive,

Defendants.

Plaintiff Stan Lee ("Plaintiff' or "Lee") alleges as follows:

PARTIES

1. Lee has been and now is an individual residing in Los Angeles County,

He is 95-years old and the creator of hundreds of iconic superheroes, such as Spider-ManrM, Iron

Mantt, The HulkrM, ThorrM, X-MenrM, The Black-PantherrM, and The Avengersrtvt. He

an American Hollywood executive, producer, comicbook writer, editor, actor, publisher,

personality, and the former Editor in Chief, Publisher of Marvel Comics, where he is

Chairman Emeritus.

I Snn Lee v. POW! Entertainment, Inc. e/ al; Case No.
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2. Lee is informed and believes that Defendant POW! Entertainment, Inc. (ooPO

Inc."), is a Delaware company, operating out of and conducting business in Los Angeles County

California.

3. Lee is informed and believes that Defendant Shane Duffy ("Duffy") is an indi

who resides and conducts business in Los Angeles County, California.

4. Lee is informed and believes that Defendant Gill Champion ("Champion"), is

individual who resides and conducts business in Los Angeles County, California.

5. Lee is ignorant of the true names and capacities of the defendants sued in

complaint as DOES I through 30, inclusive, and therefore sues these defendants by these ficti

names. Lee will amend this complaint to allege the true names and capacities of the

defendants when the same is ascertained. Lee is informed and believes and thereon alleges

each of the fictitiously named DOE defendants is indebted to Lee or has caused damage to Lee

alleged in this complaint. (Hereinafter, POW! Inc., Duffy, Champion and DOES 1 through

shall be collectively referred to as the "Defendants" unless otherwise specified.)

6. Lee is informed and believes, and based thereon alleges that each of the

was the agent, employee and/or joint venture of each of the remaining Detbndants, and was

at all times within the purpose and scope of said agency, employment and joint venture.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

7. The action seeks damages in excess of one billion dollars.

8. Jurisdiction is proper in this Court pursuant to Cal. Civ. Proc. $ 410.10.

9. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Cal. Civ. Proc. $$ 392-393.

COMMON ALLEGATIONS

Conspiracv Allegations

10. Lee is informed and believes, and based thereon alleges that Defendants, and

of them, conspired and agreed to broker a sham deal to sell POWII to a company in China

I POW! Entertainment, Inc. ("POW! Inc.") is a holding corporation and its wholly owned
subsidiary is POW! Entertainment, LLC ("POW! LLC"). POW! Inc. and POW! LLC shall
hereinafter be referred to as POW!.

2 Stun Lee v. POIV! Entertainment, Inc. et al.; Case No.
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fraudulently steal Stan Lee's identity, name, image, and likeness as part of a nefarious scheme

benefit financially at Lee's expense.

I 1. Pursuant to their conspiracy and agreement, Defendants, and each of

knowingly made material misrepresentations of fact, and forged or fraudulently obtained

signature from Lee to give POW! Inc. the exclusive use of Lee's identity, name, image,

likeness as described in further detail below. Defendants, and each of them, knew that

objective was unlawful and they intended to aid each other in achieving that unlawful objective.

12. As a result of Defendants' unlawful and fraudulent acts, Lee suffered injuries

damages described more fully below.

Lee's Background

13. Lee is a 95-year old American Hollywood executive, producer, comicbook writer

editor, actor, publisher, television personality, and the former president and chairman of

Comics. He is considered the godfather of the modern-day superhero and is a comicbook legend

He is said to have exerted more influence over the comicbook and entertainment industry than

other modern figure. He is revered by fans of all ages world-wide and amongst all cultures.

14. Lee co-created some of Marvel's most recognizable characters including

ManrM, Iron ManrM, The Incredible HulkrM, The Fantastic FourrM, X-MenrM, The AvengersrM

ThorrM, Doctor StrangerM, DaredevilrM, Black PantherrM, and hundreds more fictional characters

introducing complex, naturalistic characters and a thoroughly shared universe into

comicbooks. Lee subsequently led the expansion of Marvel Comics from a small division of

publishing house to a large multi-media company which was acquired by the Walt D

Company in 2010 for over $4 billion dollars.

15. Lee received the Vanguard Award from the Producer's Guild of America in 201

and was inducted into the comicbook industry's Will Eisner Comic Book Hall of Fame in 19

and The Jack Kirby Hall of Fame in 1995. He received his "star" on the Hollywood Walk of F

in 2011 and had his hand and foot prints immortalized at the Chinese Grauman theater in 2017

Lee has spent his entire life not only creating and building his career in comicbooks, but

3 Stan Lee v. POIr! Entertainment, Inc. el al; Case No.
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establishing his public persona and individual brand (collectively, "Lee Brand") as a creator

comicbook characters and media. The Lee Brand is well known worldwide and has acquired

commercial value as a means to sell and promote goods and services across multiple

platforms including film, television, comicbook conventions, merchandise and

appearance-based events.

16. In 2001 , Lee, Champion and Arthur Lieberman formed a media

company called POW! Entertainment. POW! Entertainment is made up of two companies: POW

Entertainment, Inc., a holding corporation, and its wholly owned subsidiary, POW!

LLC. In 2017 POW! Entertainment was sold to Camsing.

Lee's Historv With Non-Exclusive f ,icenses

17. Given his fame and cultural importance as an American icon and living

there is significant commercial interest in the use of his image, name and likeness. Lee, therefore

has a long history of agreeing to non-exclusive licenses for the use of his name, image and likeness

For example, The Walt Disney Company, which paid $4 billion to buy Marvel, has a

right to use Lee's name, image and likeness in connection with the characters Lee created

Marvel, such as Spider-Man. In each instance in which Lee granted a non-exclusive license,

licensee has offered to pay a fee for the use of his name, image and likeness, but under

circumstances did Lee ever sell off his personal identity, name, and likeness, which he spent

years building up.

Lee As A Target For Unscrupulous Businessmen

18. Lee was married to Joan B. Lee for nearly 70 years until her death inlate20lT

Upon her death, Lee at age94 became the target of various unscrupulous businessmen,

and opportunists who saw a chance to take advantage of Lee's despondent state of mind, kind

and devotion to his craft - a devotion that often allowed him to overlook the bad intentions

others when it came to his property.

19. Duffy, the current CEO of POW! and Champion, Lee's former business

were two of these opportunists. Each of them knew about Lee's diagnosis of advanced

4 Stun Lee v. POIh! Entertainment, Inc. et al.; Case No.
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degeneration, which has left him unable to read or drive on his own since about 2015, and

prayed on his infirmities while he was in a state of despair.

20. White Lee's beloved wife was on her deathbed, and Lee was in a state of

devastation, Champion and Duffy, on behalf of POW!, were brokering a deal to sell POW!

Camsing International Holding Limited, a Hong Kong Corporation and the controller of F

Creative and Merger Sub ("Camsing"). Duffy and Champion were incentivized to get a

between POW! and Camsing done because each of them would benefit financially. They

disclosed the actual terms of the deal to Lee before closing it. Another unfortunate side effect

Defendants' scheme to sell POW! to Camsing is that POW!'s shareholders are now suing Lee

connection with sale terms to which Lee did not agree.

2L Within a few days after Lee's beloved wife of 70 years passed away, while Lee

in great distress over this severe loss, certain individuals took great advantage of Lee, they

his banker of 26 years. They also fired his lawyers of many years and caused approximately $4.

million dollars to be transferred out of Lee's Menill Lynch Account without Lee's

They also bought a condominium for $890,000 and forged a check for $300,000. without Lee'

knowledge.

22. After many visits to Lee's home, under the auspices of checking on hts

well-being, Jerardo Ollarez, a person Lee once trusted (but who is being sued by Lee now

fraud), managed to convince Lee to sign a power of attorney to gain further and more

control over Lee's assets. He also appointed his friend and associate Uri Litvak ("Litvak"),

was also Olivarcz own lawyer, as Lee's lawyer, without disclosing to Lee their pre-exi

financial and business relationships.

23. In or around2017, Duffy, Champion and Olivarez requested that Lee sign

exclusive license with POW! for his name, image and likeness in connection with the

works owned by POW! for purposes of a sale to Camsing.

24. Unbeknownst to Lee, Defendants had no intention of obtaining a non-exclusi

license for the creative works owned by POW! and created by Lee for purposes of the sale

5 Stan Lee v. POIL! Entertainment, Inc. et a/.; Case No.
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Camsing. Rather, Defendants always intended to obtain - by whatever means necessary -
fraudulent Intellectual Property Assignment Agreement made as of September 28,2017

"Illegitimate Document") which granted POW! the exclusive right to use Lee's name, identity

image and likeness on a worldwide basis in perpetuity, thus taking away the most important

prized possession Lee and his family owned his entire life. A true and correct copy of

Illegitimate Document is attached hereto as Exhibit A. In addition, POW! took control of Lee'

personal social media accounts, including Facebook, Instagram and Twitter,

impersonating Lee before a combined 15 million followers worldwide.

25. Lee does not recall anyone reading the Illegitimate Document to him, and, due

his advanced macular degeneration, he could not have read it himself. Lee does remember one

his advisors reading him a non-exclusive agreement with POW! regarding his identity, name,

likeness, and Lee believes he still has a copy of that document.

26. If someone had read the Illegitimate Document to Lee, he would not

knowingly signed it. Lee has yet to provide anyone with the exclusive right to use his identity

image, name and likeness. As discussed above, Lee did not even grant an exclusive license to

identity, image, name and likeness to 'I'he Walt Disney Company in a multibillion dollar deal,

alone give his name and likeness away for free to a company in China. Moreover, he

would not have agreed to an exclusive license for no consideration, as set forth in the

Document. Defendants knew all ofthis, which is why they had to obtain the Illegitimate

unlawfully.

27. While the Illegitimate Document purports to contain Lee's signature, Lee

knowingly signed it. Either Duffy, Champion, Oliveraz or POW! (1) forged Lee's

(2) lifted Lee's signature from another document and imposed it on the Illegitimate Document;

(3) someone, likely one of the Defendants, induced Lee to sign the Illegitimate Document by

a bait and switch tactic: telling Lee it was something else (Lee has Macular Degeneration, so

could not read it himself .

6 Stun Lee v. POIL! Enkrtainment, Inc. er al; Case No.
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28. After learning of the Illegitimate Document's existence, Lee demanded that

POWI provide him with copies. POW!, through Duffy and Champion, advised Lee that he

obtain a copy by coming to POW!'s office to retrieve them. Once there, in the presence of

several witnesses, Duffy and POW! refused to hand over the fraudulent document they claimed

Lee had signed. POW!'s excuse for not handing them over was, they had to "fix" the document

before providing copies to Lee.

29. The Illegitimate Document contains tell-tale signs that they are not genuine. F

example, the signature pages contain no substantive text, the Name and Title information for

Lee Entertainment Limited is not complete, and there are no initials on any of the substantive

of the Illegitimate Document.

Lee's Diagnosis With Macular Degeneration

30. Macular degeneration, an incurable eye disease, is the nation's leading cause

vision loss. In early stages, macular degeneration does not affect vision. Later, if the

progresses, people experience wavy or blurred vision, and, if the condition continues to

central vision may be completely lost. People with very advanced macular degeneration

considered legally blind.2

31. In or about 2011, Lee was diagnosed with macular degeneration. In or about 2015

Lee was diagnosed with advanced macular degeneration, and was declared legally blind. As

result, since approximately 2015, Lee has been unable to read documents or drive on his own.

32. Despite having advanced macular degeneration, Lee is constantly si

documents, photographs, comicbooks, posters, and artifacts. Because of his celebrity

thousands of autograph requests are sent to him, and sometimes Lee signs over 1000 auto

per day. Since his diagnosis, Lee has signed thousands of autographs under the guidance

counsel of his trusted advisors. Similarly, with respect to important documents, his advisors

the documents for him, and Lee then decides whether to sign.

2 https : //www. macular. org/what-macular-de generation

7 Stan Lee v. POLIT! Ewertainment, Inc. el al; Case No.
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FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

(Declaratory Judgment Against All Defendants)

33. Lee repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained in the

Allegations section as though each such allegation were set forth herein in full.

34. An actual and justiciable controversy has arisen and now exists between Lee

Defendants concerning the validity and enforceability of the Illegitimate Document,

POW!'s right to control commercial uses of Lee's identity, name, image and likeness.

35. Lee desires a judicial determination and declaration of validity and enforceabili

- or rather the invalidity and unenforceability - of the Illegitimate Document and the parties

respective rights to use Lee's identity, name, image and likeness.

36. A judicial declaration of the parties' respective rights and obligations with

to the foregoing disputed matters is necessary and appropriate.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

(Rescission Against All Defendants)

37. Lee repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained in the

Allegations section as though each such allegation were set tbrth herein in full.

38. Lee did not knowingly execute the Illegitimate Document. Either

(1) forged Lee's signature; (2) lifted Lee's signature from another document and imposed it on

Illegitimate Document; or, (3) someone, likely one of the Defendants, induced Lee to sign

Illegitimate Document by using a bait and switch tactic: telling him it was something else (Lee

Macular Degeneration, so he could not have read it). As a result, the Illegitimate Document

unlawful and unenforceable.

39. Even if the factfinder were to determine that Lee executed the

Document, it would be subject to rescission.

40. If it were found that Lee executed the Illegitimate Document, Lee would be enti

to rescission and restitution, because Defendants obtained his signature by fraud, his

8 Snn Lee v. POII! Entertainment, Inc. el d/.; Case No.
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mistake known to him, duress, menace, andlor undue influence, of which the Defendants have

all times material herein been aware.

41. The Illegitimate Document, if Lee had signed it knowingly, also would be subj

to rescission because the Illegitimate Document is substantively and procedurally unconscionable

42. The purported terms of the Illegitimate Document are so unfair as to

unconscionable because they fail to provide consideration to Lee remotely consistent with

custom and practice or the value of his identity, name, image and likeness, and purport to

rights on the Defendants that are equally unconscionable as to Lee.

43. The Illegitimate Document is procedurally unconscionable because, assuming it

not a forgery, Defendants held undue influence over Lee as they were - at the time - his

advisors, and Lee could not read the Illegitimate Document himself due to his

degeneration.

THIRD OF'ACTION

(Fraud In the Execution Against All Defendants)

44. Lee repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained in the

Allegations section as though each such allegation were set fbrth herein in full.

45. Even if the factfinder were to determine that Lee executed the

Document, as indicated from the allegations above, Lee would not have agreed to give anyone

exclusive right to use his identity, image, name and likeness, so he must have been told he

signing something else.

46. BV (l) forging Lee's signature; (2) lifting Lee's signature from another

and imposing it on the Illegitimate Document; or, (3) inducing Lee to sign the

Document by using abait and switch tactic: telling him it was something else, Defendants,

each of them, have committed fraud in the execution.

47 . As a result of the fraud inflicted upon Lee by Defendants, and each of them,

has sustained substantial damages which will be established by proof at trial.

9 Stan Lee v. POW! Entertainment, Inc. e/ al; Case No.
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48. By reason of the fraudulent acts of Defendants, and each of them, Lee is entitled

exemplary damages pursuant to the provisions of Civil Code Section3294.

FOURTH CAU OF ACTION

(Conversion)

49. Lee repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained in the

Allegations section as though each such allegation were set forth herein in full.

50. In addition to the wrongs described above, Defendants have effectively stolen Lee'

personal effects. Lee has an office at POW!. He keeps a myriad of personal belongings

memorabilia, and collectibles at his POW! office. Defendants essentially locked Lee out of PO

and his office. Refusing to allow Lee to take his personal belongings, memorabilia, and collectib

out of his POW! office constitutes conversion.

51. Defendants acted with willful and conscious disregard of Lee's assets, rights

interests, with the intent to benefit Defendants, and each of them, and with the intent to

Lee and deprive him of his assets and rights, thereby entitling Lee to an award of punitive

against Defendants in order to punish them and to deter similar misconduct in the future.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Lee prays for judgment, as follows:

1. For compensatory damages, plus interest at the legal rate;

2. For punitive damages;

3. For rescission of the Illegitimate Document and restitution to Lee of all

benefits and property purportedly conveyed from Lee to Defendants, or any of them, thereunder;

4. That Defendants and each of their respective officers, agents, employees,

attorneys, and all persons acting on behalf or in concert with them, be enjoined temporarily

preliminarily and permanently from using Lee's identity, name, image, or likeness to

Defendants' business, goods or services;

5. For a declaration that Defendants do not have the exclusive (or any) right to

Lee's identity, image, name or likeness and that the Illegitimate Document is void ab initio;

l0 Stan Lee v. POll! Entertainment, Inc. e/ al; Case No.
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6.

7.

For costs of suit herein incurred; and

For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

Date: 2018 ALPERT, BARR & GRANT
A Professional Law Corporation

By:
Adam D.H. Grant

Attorneys for Plaintiff STAN LEE

1 1 Stun Lee v. POIh! Entertainment, Inc. et al; Case No.
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ASSIGNMENT AGREEMENT

This INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ASSIGNMENT AGREEMENT, made the 28th dAY Of

September, 2017, by and among Stan Lee, an individual with an address at9143 Oriole Way, Los

Angeles, CA 90069 ("Stan Lee") and POW! Entertainment, Inc., a Delaware corporation with an

address at9440 Santa Monica Boulevard, Suite 620, Beverly Hills, CA 90210 ("POW!'), and Stan Lee

Entertainment Limited, a company incorporated in Hong Kong with offrces at [o] and an affiliate of
POW! ("Entertainment").

WITNESSETH:

WHEREAS, Stan Lee is a party to (i) a membership purchase and employment agreement dated

November 15,2001 with POWI Entertainment LLC, a wholly-owned subsidiary of POW!, and (ii) an

employment agreement dated made as of January 1, 2010, with POW! Entertainment LLC, a subsidiary

of f'OWt (,.pOW! LLC'), which was amended by amendment no. I thereto dated November , 2013 (as

amended, collectively, the "Prior Employment Agreement") pursuant to which, among other things, Stan

Lee assigned intellectual property rights to POW! LLC and POW!; and

WHEREAS, contemporaneously with the execution of this Agreement Stan Lee, POW! and

Entertainment are entering into an employment agreement (the *Employment Agreement") pursuant to

which POW! and Entertainment agree to retain the services of Stan Lee as Chief Creative Officer, and

Stan Lee agrees to serve in such capacity; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to an Agreement of Merger (the "Merger Agreement") dated as of May 5,

2017, among First Creative International Limited ("First Creative"), Camsing Entertainment

International, Inc. and POW!, POW! is becoming a wholly-owned subsidiary of First Creative and the

stockholders of POW! are receiving cash in respect of their shares of common stock of POW!, all as set

forth in the Merger Agreement; and

WHEREAS, First Creative is acquiring POW! and paying the Gross Consideration, as defined in

the Merger Agreement, primarily so that Stan Lee will provide his services so as to allow POW! to

benefit fioto th. use by POW! and of Stan Lee's identity and intellectual property, which is currently

owned by POW! and which Stan Lee may hereafter create; and

WHEREAS, contemporaneously with the execution of this Agreement Stan Lee, individually

and as Trustee of the Lee Family 1985 Survivor's Trust A dated June 12, 1985 are entering into an

equlty and indemnification agreement with POW! pursuant to which Stan Lee or such trust shall receive

a l5o/o intetest in POW! upon completion of the merger described above;

WHEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises set forth in this Agreement, the parties

do hereby agree as follows:

1. Assisnrncnt ol'lntellectual Propeltv llirrhts. Stan Lee hereby agrees as follows:

(a) "Creative Workso'means any and all works of authorship, including but not

limited to, all ideas, n€rmes, titles, characters, symbols, logos, designs, likenesses, visual representations,

artwork, stories, treatments, plots, scripts, comic books or comic strips, episodes, literary property,

conceptual worlds, drawings, artwork, designs, illustrations, sketches, scribbles, likenesses, outlines,

summaries and the conceptual universe(s) related thereto, and including, independent of the foregoing,

his name and likeness, regardless of whether or not reduced to practice or fixed in a tangible medium of
expression and whether or not protectable under state, federal, or foreign patent, copyright, trademark,

trade secrecy or similar laws, which were conceived, created or developed by Stan Lee (whether alone

{0os373so.Docx.l }
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or jointly with others) during the Term (as defined in the Employment Agreement), even if having

possibly conceived, created or developed prior to the Term brrt completed whi.l9 in the employ of POW!,

or which result from any work performed-by Stan Lee for POW!, including without limitation, those in

wtrote or part disclosedin writing to, published, merchandised, advertised, and/or licensed by POW!, its

Affiliates and successor in interests and licensees (which by agreement inures to POW!'s benefit) or any

of them and any copyrights, trademarks, statutory rights, common law, goodwill, moral rights and any

other rights wlatsoiver in the Creative Works in any and all countries and in all media and/or fields,

includiig all rights to apply to register any intellectual property rights the1gi1, including renewal or

extensiois thereof of copviigtrt oi other intellectual property rights (he "Rights') including without

limitation thereto the right tJ use the name Stan Lee or derivatives thereof as names of corporate entities

or businesses; provided] however, that the assignment of Stan Lee's name and likeness is subject to the

rights of Stan Lee pursuant to Section 1(d) of the Employment Agreement.

(b) All Creative Works and Records, as defined below, are, will be, and shall

constitute.,works-made-for-hire" as defined by the U.S. Copyright Act, or any applicable foreign

copyright law, and shall be the exclusive property of POW! for which POW! shall be deemed the author

tftrtrof, and pOW! may use and exploit them without restriction or additional compensation to Stan Lee.

Stan Lee shall promptly *d fully disclose to POW! any and all Creative Works and Records, Stan Lee

shall maintain compietl written iecords of all Creative Works and of all work or investigations done or

carried out by Stan Lee at all stages thereof, which records shall be the exclusive property of POW! and

will be treatjd as Confidential Information for all purposes of this Agreement ("Records").

(c) Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, and to the extent that any

Creative Works or Records may not be deemed a work-made-for-hire, Stan Lee shall, and hereby does,

assign, convey and grant to POW! forever and irrevocably, on a worldwide basis, and in pelpetuity, all

righis,'title and interests, including all intellectual property rights, Stan Lee may have or contol, now or

in'the'future, in the Creative Works and Records, including also all rights of priority, all rights to app-ly

to register the same in the name of POW!, and all rights to sue for past or future infringement thereof.

Staniee hereby irrevocably and forever waives any moral rights he may or will have in any Creative

Works or Records, subject to Stan Lee's rights pursuant to Section 1(d) of the L,mployment Agreement.

(d) Stan Lee shall, and hereby does, assign, convey and grant to POW! forever and

irrevocably on a worldwide basis, and in perpetuity, all right title and interest that Stan Lee may have in

QED productions LLC (*QED'), including any equity interest in QED and any income arising from the

oivnership of a membership interest in QED or arising from the sale of the ownership of such

memberslip interest. eEDwas formed to receive the intellectual property from Stan Lee Media and is a

Company S'ubsidiary, is defined in the Merger Agreement. Stan Lee represents and warrants that he will

not causi or permit 
-ury 

o*tt"rrhip interest to be issued to any other party without the consent of POWI.

(e) Stan Lee shall, upon request of POW!, assist with the preparation of and execute any

documents pOW! deems reasonably necessary to effect or perfect the assignment and/or registration of

the intellectual property rights assigned by Stan Lee to POW!, including but not limited to further

assignmentr, 
"on..,ntr,-o. 

fo*.r. olutto*"y as the circumstances may call for to effect or perfect such

assignment or registration of rights.

(0 Stan Lee shal|, and hereby does, forever and irrevocably assign, transfer, convey

and grant to pO'W!, and its successors, licensees and assigns, on a worldwide basis in perpetuity

throighout the universe in all languages, all right, title and interest in and to the following (subject to

SectiJn 1G) of this Agreement and Section 1(d) of the Employment Agreement:

(i) The commercial use of Stan Lee's name (including all nicknames and

sobriquets), voice, .igput*r, photograph (still or moving, analog, digital, videotape, film or otherwise),
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image and likeness (including animated and digital'Vrtual'likenesses), distinctive appearance(s),

gestures and mannerisms, excluding rights previously granted to Marvel Entertainment, Inc. or its

successor ("Mawel") (collectively "Stan Lee Identity'); and

(ii) To the extent not (x) owned by Marvel pursuant to the Marrrel Agreement,

or (y) expressly excluded in this Agreement from intellectual property assigned by Stan Lee to POW!

LLC or POW!, Stan Lee shall assign, and does hereby forever and inevocably assign to POW!, all
commercial intellectual property comprising any and all Creative Works or Records of all kinds:

(A) which contain or pertain to any element of the Stan Lee Identity;

(B) which from the commencement of Stan Lee's employment by
POW! have been, or afe now or in the future, created in whole or part by Stan Lee;

(C) which from the commencement of Stan Lee's employment by
POW! or POW! LLC have been, or now or in the future are, owned or controlled directly or indirectly
in whole or part by Stan Lee;

it being agreed that any such Creative Works or Records, including all intellectual property rights

therein, whether located at POW!, POW! LLC or at other locations including in the archives at the

University of Wyoming are intended to be included in the items/property granted to POW! pursuant to
this Agreement (the foregoing clauses (A), (B) and (C) collectively, "Stan Lee Property"); and

(iii) All copyrights (including all extensions, renewals and reinstatements

thereof), trademarks and tradenames, goodwill, rights of publicity, and all other rights, privileges and

benefits of any kind in, to or pertaining to the Stan Lee Identity and/or the Stan Lee Property, or any

element thereof.

(g) Except with respect to the "Property" and "Rights," as defined in the Marvel
Agreement and as they exist on the date of this Agreement, (i) take any action or fail to take any action

that would have the effect of expanding the scope of Property and Rights beyond that existing as at the

date of this Agreement, and (ii) as long as no event has occured which would affect the obligation of
POWI to pay the merchandise fee to his daughter as provided in Section 2 (other than as a result of a
breach by Stan Lee), Stan Lee shall not perform services relating to the creation of intellectual property

or works of authorship or create any such intellectual property or works of authorship for any Person

other than POW! without the express approval of POW!.

(h) It is expressly agreed and understood that nothing in this Agreement shall be

construed in any manner to (i) restrict Stan Lee from any activity expressly permitted pursuant to
Section 1(d) of the Employment Agreement, (ii) to grant to POW! any rights expressly retained by Stan

Lee pursuant to said Section l(d), or (iii) to grant to POWI any rights in any intellectual property

developed by Stan Lee's daughter, Joan C. Lee ("JC"); provided" however, any rights retained by Stan

Lee pursuant to said Section l(d) shall not be exercised in a manner which conflicts with or prejudices

the commercial exploitation by POW! in any material respect of the rights, property, entitlements and

usages assigned and granted by Stan Lee to POW! or POW LLC.

(i) Stan Lee shall, and does hereby, forever and irrevocably assign, transfer, convey

and grant to POW!, and its successors, licensees and assigns, on a worldwide basis in perpetuity

throughout the universe in all languages, all right, title and interest in and to the following: Stan Lee's

services and or use of Stan Lee Identity including any of its elements (including the digital virtual
likeness of Stan Lee which shall be the property of POW!) for purposes of third party brand promotion,

commercials, advertising, spokesperson roles, endorsements and the like (collectively "Third Party

-3-
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Promotions') and for all other purposes; provided, however, that POW! shall not use Stan's name or
likeness to promote or endorse any charitable or humanitarian cause or organization without the advance

written approval of Stan Lee or a representative of his estate, which approval shall not be unreasonably

withheld or delayed, such assignment being subject to Stan Lee's rights pursuant to Section 1(d) of the

Employment Ageement.

C) The rights granted or agreed to be granted to POW! include, without limitation,
the exclusive worldwide right in perpetuity, but not the obligation, to develop, own, license, sub-license,
produce, promote, distribute, sub-distribute, manufacture, reproduce, exhibit, broadcast and otherwise

exploit the Stan Lee Identity (and associated rights of publicity) and the Stan Lee Property and all other

intellectual property and other rights set out in this Section 1, and derivative works based upon the Stan

Lee Property, Rights, Creative Works, Records, or Stan Lee Identity and all rights, property, entitlement
and usages in this Section 1 by means of any and all media and devices whether now known or hereafter

devised, and in any and all markets whatsoever, and to exercise all incidental, ancillary, merchandising

and derivative rights therein.

(k) POW! may make changes in, additions to, and deletions from the Stan Lee
Property, Rights, Creative Works, Records, or Stan Lee ldentity and/or all other rights, property,
entitlements and usages set out in this Section l, combine these with material or works of authorship
created by others, alter the title(s), or use new title(s); provided, however, that (i) POW! may not
materially alter Stan Lee's signature and (ii) POW! will not use the Stan Lee Identity in any production
which, if the production were a motion picture, would receive an X ratingo as currently defined by the

Motion Picture Association of America, or would otherwise be deemed pornographic.

(l) All rights granted, or agreed to be granted, to POW! in this Section 1 shall vest in
POW!, and POW! shall have the right to assign, transfer, license and otherwise deal in commerce with
all of the rights assigned to POW! pursuant to this Agreement on such terms as POW!, in its sole

discretion, shall determine.

(m) In firtherance of the rights granted by Stan Lee pursuant to this Section l, Stan

Lee grants POWI and Entertainment the exclusive and perpetual right to use and include Stan Lee's
name in the corporate name or fictitious name of POW!, Entertainment and POW!'s Affiliates.

(n) This Agreement shall survive Stan Lee's death or disability or any termination or
expiration of the Employment Agreement and POW!'s rights hereunder shall be binding upon Stan

Lee's heirs, administrators, conservators, guardians and successors.

(o) Stan Lee represents and warrants that, to his knowledge, he has full title to, with a
right to transfer, assign and grant, without encumbrances, all rights, titles and usages transferred,

assigned or granted to POW! and POW! LLC under this Agreement, including but not limited to
Creative Works and Records and all rights, title and interests, including all intellectual property rights
therein, and the right to use the same and all intellectual property relating to Stan Lee Identity.

(p) POW! and POW! LLC shall be entitled to transfer, assign and/or license all rights
and intellectual properties transferred, assigned and granted to it by Stan Lee whether under this
Agreement or pursuant to the Prior Employment Agreement to such person and on such terms as POW!
shall, in its sole discretion, determine.

(q) References to POW! in this Section I shall be deemed to include POW!,
Entertainment and their respective Affiliates.
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2. Merchandise Fee. Subject to Stan Lee not having been in violation of his obligations
pursuant to Section 1 of this Agreement, following the death of Stan Lee, POW! shall pay to JC, during
her lifetime, a merchandise fee equal to 1% of POW!'s gross revonue generated from tangible
merchandise bearing the "Stan Lee" signature, image, or likeness, which is received by POW!
subsequent to Stan Lee's death and during JC's life. References to 'oStan Leeo'relate to a stylized
representation of Stan Lee's narne, written or drawn under Stan Lee's hand. The merchandise fee shall
be payable annually, not later than four months after the end of each of POW!'s fiscal years.

3. Injunctive Relief. Stan Lee agrees that his violation or threatened violation of any of the

provisions of Section I of this Agreement shall cause immediate and irreparable harm to POWI. In the

event of any breach or threatened breach of any of said provisions, Stan Lee consents to the entry of
preliminary and permanent injunctions by a court of competent jurisdiction prohibiting Stan Lee from
any violation or threatened violation of such provisions and compelling Stan Lee to comply with such

provisions without the requirement of POW! having to post a bond or any security. This Section 3 shall
not affect or limit, and the injunctive relief provided in this Section 3 shall be in addition to, any other

remedies available to POW! at law or in equity or in arbitration for any such violation by Stan Lee.

4. Rcpresentations and . Stan Lee represents and watrants as

follows:

(a) Stan Lee has the right to enter into this Agreement. To his knowledge, neither the
execution of this Agreement nor the performance by Stan Lee of his obligations pursuant to this
Agreement violates any agreement to which Stan Lee is a party or by which he is bound.

(b) To his knowledge, Stan Lee has assigned to POW! all right and title in and to all
Creative Works created in whole or in part by Stan Lee during the term of the Prior Employment
Agreement, and no Person has any right with respect to such Creative Works except as set forth in
Section l(d) of the Employment Agreement. To the extent that any right has not been so assigned, Stan

Lee shall execute any documents requested by POW! to effect such assignment. No Person, other than

POWI or POW! LLC, has any right, title or interest in such Creative Works except rights granted by
POW! or POW! LLC pursuant to license or other agreements.

(c) Except as set forth on Exhibit A to the Employment Agreement, Stan Lee is not a
party to any agreement with POW!, POW! LLC or any subsidiary or Affiliates of POW! or POW! LLC
other than this Agreement.

(d) Stan Lee has not modified or amended the Marvel Employment Agreement. To

his knowledge, the Marvel Employment Agreement as filed as exhibit 10.1 to Marvel's Form 10-Q for
the quarter ended September 30,2002 is a true, correct and complete copy of the Marvel Employment
Agreement.

5. Miscellaneous.

(a) Definitions.

(i)"Affiliate" of POW! shall mcan any person or entity which controls, is controlled
by or is under common control with POW!, and shall include any joint ventures or other entities formed

for the pulpose of marketing any intellectual property developed or created by Stan Lee or to exercise

any rights granted to POW! pursuant to this Agreement.
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(ii) "Persono'shall mean an individual, corporation, partnership, limited
partnership, joint venture, association, trust, unincorporated organization,limited liability company or

other entity.

(b) Errtire Asreement. This Agreement, constitutes the entire agreement of POW! and

Stan Lee as to the subject matter hereof and thereof, superseding all prior or contemporaneous written or

oral understandings or agreements, with respect to the subject matter covered in this Agreement;

provided, however, that nothing in this Agreement shall be construed in any manner to affect POW!'s
right to Creative Work and other intellectual property which are the property of POW! pursuant to the

Prior Employment Agreement or other grants of intellectual property rights from Stan Lee to POW! or

any subsidiaxy of POW!, all of which remain in full force and effect except to the extent that any such

rights have been amended or modified by this Agreement or the Employment Agreement. This

Agreement may not be modified or amended, nor may any right be waived, except by a writing which

expressly refers to this Agreement, states that it is intended to be a modification, amendment or waiver
and is signed by all parties in the case of a modification or amendment or by the party granting the

waiver in the case of a waiver. No course of conduct or dealing between the parties and no custom or

trade usage shall be relied upon to vary the terms of this Agreement. The failure of a party to insist upon

strict adherence to any term of this Agreement on any occasion shall not be considered a waiver or

deprive that party of the right thereafter to insist upon strict adherence to that term or any other term of
this Agreement.

(c) Notice, Any notice, consent or communication required under the provisions of
this Agreement shall be given in writing and sent or delivered by hand, overnight courier or messenger

service, against a signed receipt or acknowledgment of receipt, or by registered or certified mail, return

receipt requested, or telecopier, email or similar means of communication (collectively "electronic
communications") if receip is acknowledged or if transmission is confirmed by mail as provided in this
Section 5(c), to the parties at their respective addresses set forth at the beginning of this Agreement or
by electronic delivery to the telecopier or email set forth on the signature page of this Agreement, with
notice to POW! or Entertainment being scnt to the attention of the individual who executed this
Agreement on behalf of such party.Either party may, by like notice, change the person, address or
electronic communicalions number or address to which notice is to be sent. If no telecopier number is

provided for either party, notice to such party shall not be sent by telecopier.

(d) Governing Lawl Jurisdiction.

(i) This Agreement shall in all respects be construed and interpreted in
accordance with, and the rights of the parties shall be governed by, the laws of the State of California
applicable to agreements executed and to be performed wholly in such state without regard to principles

of conflicts of laws. Each party hereby (x) consent to the exclusive jurisdiction of the federal and state

courts sitting in the City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles County, California, (y) agree that any process in
any action commenced in such court under this Agreement may be served upon him personally, either

(A) bV certified or registered mail, return receipt requested, or by an ovemight courier service which

obtains evidence of delivery, with the same full force and effect as if personally served in Los Angeles,

Califomia, or (B) by any other method of service permitted by law, and (z) waives any claim that the

jurisdiction ofany such court is not a convenient forum for any such action and any defense oflack ofin
personam jurisdiction with respect thereof'

(e) Partial lnvalidity. If any term, covenant or condition of this Agreement or the

application thereof to any party or circumstance shall, to any extent, be determined to be invalid or

unenforceable, the remainder of this Agreement, or the application of such term, covenant or condition

to parties or circumstances other than those as to which it is held invalid or unenforceable, shall not be
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affected thereby and each term, covenant or condition of this Agreement shall be valid and be enforced

to the fullest extent permitted by law.

(0 Binclins Agreernent. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit

of the parties hereto and their respective heirs, successors, executors, administrators and permitted

assigns.

(g) Lleadine,s. The headings in this Agreement are for convenience of reference only and

shall not affect in any way the construction or interpretation of this Agreement.

(h) Renredies. No delay or omission to exercise any right, power or remedy accruing to

either party hereto shall impair any such right, power or remedy or shall be construed to be a waiver of
or an acquiescence to any breach hereof. No waiver of any breach hereof shall be deemed to be a waiver

of any other breach hereof theretofore or thereafter occurring. Any waiver of any provision hereof shall

be effective only to the extent specifically set forth in an applicable witing. All remedies afforded to

either party r:nder this Agreement, by law or otherwise, shall be cumulative and not alternative and shall

not preclude assertion by such party of any other rights or the seeking of any other rights or remedies

against any other party.

(i) Delivery. This Agreement may be executed in two or more counterparts, all of
which when taken together shall be considered one and the same agreement and shall become effective
when counterparts have been signed by each party and delivered to the other parties, it being understood

that the parties need not sign the same counterpart. In the event that any signature is delivered by
facsimile transmission or by e-mail delivery of a ".pdf' format data file, such signature shall create a

valid and binding obligation of the party executing with the same force and effect as if such facsimile or

".pdf'signature page were an original thereof. If less than a complete copy of this Agreement is
delivered by either paxty, the other party is entitled to assume that delivering party accepts and agrees to

all of the terms and conditions of the pages not delivered unaltered.

[Signatures on following page]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have signed, or caused to be signed this agreement

as of the date first set forth herein.

Email rurd Telecopier Sisnatwe

POWI ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

Name:
Title:

STA}I LEE ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED

///-

Name:
Title:

Stan Lee
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